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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 7.0.1.6 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 7.0.1.6 is now available for download. This update takes care 
of issues that came from our first tournaments that used the SurePath system and 
had to be changed to make everything work as it is intended. 
 
HD File For IWWF L/R Tournaments 
There have been tournament report packages that have been sent in without the HD 
file included and being added at a later date. This is causing system issues 
throughout the AWSA and the IWWF systems, so Dave has placed a must have 
stipulation in the program so that you will not be able to complete your 
Tournament Report package until that file is in your tournament folder. 
 
Completion Of Officials Work Assignments File For Each Event  
We found that some scorers did not have their event officials list completed before 
the event started and this delayed getting the information into WaterSkiConnect 
before the event started and this was the original setup. This did not turn out to be 
the best procedure, so now the scorer is encouraged to be ready to go before the 
event starts, but if there is a short delay in entering the names, the program is going 
to send the officials list at the start of each skier. Keep in mind that the key primary 
information that is needed is the name of the Boat Driver! 
 
Two Drivers In Same Event Option 
An option to have dual drivers in a Slalom or a Jump event has been added to the 
Officials Work Assignment list. The scorer will select the driver for the skier from 
a dropdown so that the SurePath data will match the driver data. 
 
 
 



This Is The Correct Scoring Computer and Boat Rover Phone Setup 
Connecting Boat Rover Phone to WSTIMS and SurePath Judge screen. 
 
1) The Sanction # must match WSTIMS (should be ALL CAPS), without the 
"L/R". 
 
2) All connected to WaterSkiConnect (WSTIMS, Boat Rover Phone in "Scoring 
Mode", SurePath Judging screen- "Scoring Server") 
 
3) Get the PIN number from WSTIMS (Different each day, which is assigned by 
WaterSkiConnect) and is ONLY required to be entered on the SurePath Judging 
Screen prior to connecting, NOT IN THE BOAT ROVER PHONE. 
 
4) The "EVENT SUB ID" in the Boat Rover phone and SurePath Judging Screen 
are to remain blank (nothing), UNLESS you are running two lakes, and TWO 
WSTIMS Computers with each having its own SUB ID. Such as “Main lake” 
“Turnpike lake”. 
 
IF you have something in the BOAT ROVER PHONE under "SUB ID", and 
NOT setup in WSTIMS, the data WILL NOT be transferred to WSTIMS. 
 
IF the BOAT ROVER PHONE is connected to WaterSkiConnect and you do 
INPUT something in SUB ID, then DELETE it, THEN you must EXIT out of 
BOAT LANE, and then go back into the BOAT LANE. 
 
Going to be an interesting summer. 
 
Thanks, Dave and Jeff 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


